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NOUN

re·li·gion
[rÉ™ËˆlijÉ™n]

the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, especially a personal
God or gods.
"ideas about the relationship between science and religion"
synonyms: faith · belief · divinity · worship · creed · teaching · doctrine · theology ·
sect · cult · religious group · faith community · church · [more]

a particular system of faith and worship.
"the world's great religions"
synonyms: faith · religion · religious belief(s) · religious persuasion · religious
conviction · religious group · faith community · church · [more]

a pursuit or interest to which someone ascribes supreme importance.
"consumerism is the new religion"
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Religion | Define Religion at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/religion
religion a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe,
especially when considered as the creation of a superhuman agency ... a specific
fundamental set of beliefs and practices generally agreed upon by a number of persons or
sects: ... the body of persons adhering to a particular set of beliefs and practices: ...

Religion | Definition of Religion by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/religion
Definition of religion for English Language Learners : the belief in a god or in a group of
gods. : an organized system of beliefs, ceremonies, and rules used to worship a god or a
group of gods. : an interest, a belief, or an activity that is very important to a â€¦

Religion - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion
Scholars have failed to agree on a definition of religion. There are however two general
definition systems: ...

Concept and etymology · Definition · Aspects · Academic study · Classification

religion | Definition of religion in English by Oxford ...
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/religion
Definition of religion - the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power,
especially a personal God or gods

Religion definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/religion
Religion definition: Religion is belief in a god or gods and the activities that are
connected with this... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples

Religion | Definition of Religion by Webster's Online ...
www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/religion
Looking for definition of Religion? Religion explanation. Define Religion by Webster's
Dictionary, WordNet Lexical Database, Dictionary of Computing, Legal Dictionary,
Medical Dictionary, Dream Dictionary.

religion | Definition & List of Religions | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/topic/religion
Religion: Religion, human beingsâ€™ relation to that which they regard as holy, sacred,
absolute, spiritual, divine, or worthy of especial reverence.

Religion - Definition for English-Language Learners â€¦
www.learnersdictionary.com/definition/religion
Definition of religion written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster
Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and â€¦

religious - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/religious
Religious, besides meaning "having to do with religion," can also mean "acting as if
something is a religion." If you have never missed a broadcast of your favorite TV show
for the last five years, then you're religious about it.

The Definition of Religion - Queensborough Community
College
www.qcc.cuny.edu/.../The-Definition-of-Religion.htm
Philosophy of Religion: Chapter 10. A Definition of Religion. Section 4 The Definition.
To satisfy the above requirements and conditions religion must be placed within a
category of human phenomena that manifests itself in a manner with features illustrative
of the characteristics listed above.

What is religion ? Definition of religion - Etymology of ...
atheisme.free.fr/Religion/What-is-religion-1.htm
Religion is the set of beliefs, feelings, dogmas and practices that define the relations
between human being and sacred or divinity. A given religion is defined by specific
elements of a community of believers: dogmas, sacred books, rites, worship, sacrament,
moral prescription, interdicts, organization.
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